A premutation that generates a defect at crossing over explains the inheritance of fragile X mental retardation.
The view that the Martin-Bell syndrome (X-linked mental retardation with fragile site at Xq27/8) is inherited in a regular X-linked fashion is becoming untenable with the increasing number of reports of transmission through phenotypically normal males. Analysis of the published pedigrees containing such males shows that their heterozygous daughters are never mentally retarded, and have either no fragile site or very few indeed. By contrast, in the next generation, a third of the female heterozygotes are mentally subnormal with an average of 29% fragile sites. These data suggest a premutation that generates the definitive mutation only when transmitted by a female. We propose an inherited sub-microscopic chromosome rearrangement involving the Xq27/8 region that causes no ill effect per se, but generates a significant genetic imbalance when involved in a recombination event with the other X chromosome. This hypothesis explains many of the puzzling genetic aspects of the Martin-Bell syndrome, but it also complicates the interpretation of linkage analysis with genetic markers.